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Ahalcact

Dada typography is discussed in relation to
typography's role and function in the history of
printing. the changes resulting from the
industrialization of the printing Industry, and
the accelerated volume of commercial activity In
the nineteenth century. Dada typographic
experimentation is contrasted with traditional
typography conventions and is compared with the
typographic works of the adjacent novements of
Futurism and Constructivisn. This paper describes
And analyzes Dada typography, its application in
various publications and art media. in the context
of the traditional conventions It sought to break
an-I how It broke them. Dadas typographic
innovations are discussed in terms of their
Initial rejection and eventual incorporation by
other movements to create the new typography.
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Ialutdur.:tiaa

Modern art has given the typographer and graphic artist

a visual language of expression; but not without challenging

the role and function of typography and the traditional

conventions of graphic design. As an art movement, Dada was

a major contributor to the modern revolution in graphic arts

and design. Dada exploited the expressive Potential of

typography and graphic design. In contradiction to the

classical tradition which ideally viewed typography as a

servant to the written word, Dada typography called

attention to Itself. Dada's rejection of tralitional

conventions made it easy to dismiss Dada as anarchy or as

nure negation. But this marginalization of Dada's

contributions ignores the i;,fluence that nada had on later

developments in twentieth century graphic design.

In general terms, Dada was a collective movement among

avant-garde artists who rejected the existing culture of

Post-World War I curope on the grounds that it belonged to

the same society that had produced the war. Dadaists

included artists, writers, Poets and sculptors who rejected

attempts to convey realism in art and literature. Dadaists

rejected traditional forms of art which they s7id were

oroduced for the bourgeois consumer, and rather, sought to

construct something new which would reflect the chaos of

society.
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In her bnok, ani krraansm (1978), )awn Ades says

of nada,

It was essentially a state of mind, focused by the
war from discontent into disgust. This disgust
was directed at the society r;_sponsible for the
terrifying waste of that war, and at the art and
Philosophy which appeared so enmeshed with
bourgeois rationalism that they were incapable of
giving birth to new forms through whi ch any kind
of Protest could be made. In Place of this
paralysis to which the situation seemed to lead,
Dada turned to the absurd, to the primitive or to
the elemental.1

As a result of this approach, most Dada works seem to be a

sensless combination of unrelated elemelts. This can

account for disagreement among art critics and historians as

to the nature of Dada, as Dada consi sted of experiments

which borrowed from other movements and combined elements at

chance, so as to strip them of their tradi tional meaning in

the context of society.

nada writers employed the literary form of the polemic

manifesto to proclaim their rejection of all tradition and

convention. The vehicle for their printed manifestos, poems

and twodimensional art works was a series of shortlived

periodicals, issued usually in cooperation with a gallery

club or other organization which supported the avantgarde

movement in the arts. These Dada periodicals were as

erratic as the Dadaists themselves. They were troubled by

censorship lack of financial support and the inflationary

times of postWorld War I Furope. The Pages of th'e

Dawn Ades, nada and as1Et..0112m. Woodbury, NY: Barrons,
1978, P. 12.
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periodicals were an eclectic convergence of rani festos,

nonsense- and sound D °ems, reviews of art work, illustrations

and photooraPhs. The periodicals display an interesting

struggle between the tradi ti onal convent ions of the print

m?dium and the revolutionary ideas of the Dadaists. It is

this struggle that is the focus of this study.

nada typography is discussed in relation to

`Vcoographys role and function in the histort of printing,

particularly in view of the changes resulting from the

inlustrialization of the printing industry and the

accelerated volume of commercial activity in the nineteenth

century. More specifically, Daia typographic

experimentation is contrasted with traditional typographic

conventions and is compared with the typographic works of

the adjacent movements of Futurism and Constructivism.

Furthermore, this paper describes and analyzes Dada

typography, its application in various publications and art

media, in the context of traditional conventions it sougt to

break and how it broke them. Finally, the problematic

nature of the acceptance of Dada's typographic inovations

are discussed, including their Initial rejection and

eventual incorporation by other movements to create the new

typography.

Blat2EY

The new vocabulary of typography and graphic
design was forged during a period of less than
twenty years. The heroic period of modern
typography may be said to have begun with
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marinettis FigaL2 Manifesto in 1909 and to have
reached its peak during the early 'twenties. By
the end of that decade it had entered a new and
different phase, one of consolidation rather than
exploration and innovation.2

Art and Printing historian lerbert Spencer locates the

revolution of typography and graphic design whiC, led to the

evolution of modern typography in the first quarter of the

twentieth century-- specifically within the movements of

Futurism. Dada and Constructivism. The typographic

revolution is located within these movements because

Futurism and Dada attempted to deconstruct the established

cultural sian system and the accompanying rationale which

they associated with the violence of World War I.

Constructivism, in turn, attempted to reconstruct a new sign

system stressing the elemental. Although thie attempts of

these movements are largely motivated by oolitical and

ideological concerns which can 5e related directly to the

times, certain Preconditions existed within the printing

industry which made the typographic revolution Possible.

Indeed, the discussion of the revolution in typography which

exploded the traditional conventions of printing and graphic

design must be Preceded by a discussion of tiose conventions

and their origins.

The original objective of the system of movable type,

which is the essence of printing, was to imitate as closely

as possible the letterforms and Page arrangement o: the
WWWWWWWW .. W ...... WW1.*

2 Herbert Spencer, P12ner2 pf 2dtED Ii222Cd2b.t. New York:
Hastings House, 1969, P. 13.



manuscript books. In this, Gutenberg And others were

successful, as early printed books were barely

distinguishable from the manuscrints which preceded them.

Early printing attempts were so successful that the various

processes, manual operations and presses themselves changed

little over the course of more than 350 years. Conventional

book design which was realted to the equipment and materials

was little changed for the same period. Conventions

dictated the materials used. the visual forms used to convey

Particular ideas, the way in which materials and forms were

combined and the appropriate size and scale of work.

nook design was based on the classical Renaissance

format. Ideally, typography was to be an invisible, or at

least transparent, bridge between the writer's words and the

reader. To be sure, these traditional conventions of book

design continued into the twentieth century as Stanley

Morison. typographical director of British Monotype

Corporation, reiterated in his treatise on printing and

typography, FiCit Pana2122 of TXMC12bY (1936).

According to our doctrine. a wellbuilt book is
wade up from vertical and oblong pages arranged In
paragraphs having an average line of ten to twelve
consistently snaced words, set in a fount of
comfortable size and familiar design; the lines
sufficiently seoarated to nrevent doubling and
composition being headed by a running title. This
rectangle is so imposed upon the 3age as to
Provide centre, head, foredge and tail margins of
dimensions suitably related not only to the length
of line but to the disposition of space at those
points where the text is cut into chanters, and
where the body 5olns the prefectory and other
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Pages known as preliminaries.3

Additionally, illustration matched the restrained elegance

of the roman letterforms, giving the printed page an eveness

of color and textur?, creating pssentiallv a homogeneous

gray Page. The ideal of visual harmony awng elements W3S

Dar33tOUlt in classical book design. But the growth of

advertising in commercially supported newsoacers and

magazines demanded more flexibility In the conventions of

Printing.

In his book, aLinting Imes., Alexander Lawson says the

traditional conventions of graphic design which were based

on the book reversed themselvesh the advent of the

Industrial Revolution.

Early in the nineteenth century English
typefounders produced a variety of embellished
types designed to emphasize their unique
characteristics for the single Purpose of
attracting attent ion. Fat faces. grotesques, and
Egyptiansdecorative types when compared to the
romans which had undergone but minor changes since
the Italian fifteenth century periodwere lot
flamboyant enough for the new requirements of the
advertising display.'

New letterforms were designed to fulfill the need of

advertisers to distinguish their messages from editorial

content. NPW and more diverse illustration forms were also

made possible by the adaptation of lithography In 11450 and

the later invention of the photoengraving process.
MO

3 Stanley Morison, Firlt P1.1=12111 Qf Txmlacaah, New York:
MecM1113n Co.. 1936, P. 16.

' Alexander Lawson, ECiDii02 II22S: Aft illt1211.aln
Roston: Re/con Press, 1 ')71, p. 119.
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Classical book formats could not encompass the contrast in

overall design of the printed page. The changes brought on

by rapid industrialization and the boon in commercial

activity led to a general degradation of aesthetics and

widespread eclecticism In design in the printing industry.

The Renaissance concept of the ideal book was no longer the

dominant format in publication design. By the turn of the

century, the printing Industry lad largely lost sight of the

traditional ideals of the printed book and was open to

influence from outside.

The violence with which modern typography burst
upon the early twentiethcentury scene reflected
the violence with which new concepts in art and
design in every field were sweeping away exhausted
conventions and challenging those attitudes which
had no relevance to a highly industrialized
society.5

Modern typography has its roots in the art and literature

movement of the early twentieth century. Artists and

writers attacked the rationalism of the time and sought new

forms of expression that had their origins in the present

rather than the past. in addition to their artworks,

exhibitions and staged events, artists seized uoon printing

because, Herbert Spencer says, "they clearly recognized it

for what it properly isa potent means of conveying ideas

and information--and not for what it had then become--a kind

of decorative art remote from the realities of contemporary

society."

s Spencer, 1969, p. 13.
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futuri5m

For the most part. the avantgarde art movement did not

engage in experimentation with tyoograPhy to create models

or new I deal forms. Rather, they experimented with

typography in attempts to free it from the straight jacket

of trail; tional conventions and to give i t an exoressive

voice which could add emphasis to their messages. The

Futurist s. who stressed speed, dynamism and simultaneity in

their works, demanded that typographic forms should

intensify the content of their printed words. Tn 1909,

Mari nett i wrote,

The book wilt he the futurist exPress ion of our
futurist consciousness. I am against what is
known as the harmony of a setting. When
necessary, we shall use three or four columns to a
page and twenty different type faces. 4e shall
represent hasty, perceptions in italic and express
a scream in hold types...a new. Painterly,
typographic representation will be born out of the
prihlted page.?

P urt hern ore in a technic al manifesto on literature

cauf,1 i shed in 1912. Mar inetti says. "The free expressi ve

orthography and typography are .used to express the facial

expressions of the reader." And he calls for the "use of

onomatopeia--direct onomatopeia, imitative and elemental."'

Mari nett i es attention to the express ive character of

6 MI d.

7 Spencer. 195°, p. 16.

8 In MoholyNagy, "L iterature" in the Ayaral-Garda Iradiliaa
in Li tItatULey Richard Kostelanetz (ed.), Buffalo:
Prometheus Rooks, 1982, p. 91.

9
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language could be manifest visually with equally exoressive

use of typography. Futurism drew on the new expressiveness

of nineteenth century commerc'al typography to represent the

sharp contrasts in the new, modern age. Typography took on

a connotative function in addition to its denotative role.

In his essay on "Literature," MoholyNagy says there is

nothing obscure In the futurist literature, and he warns

that the reader should not be misled by its unusual form and

typography. It is bare of all mystery and metaphysics.

The futuristic poem Is an exact description of facts,

actions and events in stenographic comoression."9

Furthermore, MoholyNagy adds,

Futurist poetry, according to its followers, is an
uninterrupted spontaneous current of analogies,
the substance of each intuitively abbreviated In
its essential form. Marinetti added a great
nurber of new elements to contemporary poetry:
sound effects; verbalization of sound and sight
corresoondences: sound collage, etc. An acoustic
collage (onomatonela) adapting the visual
technique of the cubist collages and the
simultaneity of Anpolinaire is shown in his "Apres
la Marne, Joffre Viste La Front en Auto."t°
(Figure 1)

2ada

If Futurist experiments with typography served more to

break tradition than as models for new communication, then

dada can be said to have furthered the traditionbreaking

cause. Dada borrowed much from Futurism in Its use of

9 Moholy Nagy, Ibid, P. 93.

to Ibid.
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vi olent language, concerts of dynami sm and simul tanei ty and

the polemic manifesto. The, e Futurist elements are apparent

in 1)a a works. As Hans Richter notes in his book on c)ada,

"The free use of typography in which the conposi ter moves

over the page verticals,: horizontally and diagonally,

jumbles his tvoe faces and makes liberal use of his stock of

pictorial blocksall this can be found in Futurism years

bef,re Dada."11 The fundamental difference between the

movements, Richter points out, I s "Futurism had a ogramme

and produced works designed to fulfill this Programme. Dada

not only nad no progrzmme, it was against all Prograrnmes."12

Dada was able to smash the cone' et Lions of typographic

comnunic at ion by suspending its belief In the rational. is-

thrived on shock, provocation, the acct 'ental and the

immediate. As a result, Arthur Cohen sa s, "Type came

al ive, 1 iving things squirming nff the pa. t?, requiring that

the words be reread and reconceived, that tie' writing itself

he composed as typography and reaprehended as a living

voice, speaking volumes, shouting and making love."13

Dada claimed nature as a model for the random and

3 detente" combinations found in its work. Tristan Tzera,

It Hans Richter, aajl: gc_t an.d an Anti:Art, New York:
Oxford University Press, 19659 P. 33,

12 Ibid. p. 34.

13 Arthur Cohen, "The Typographic Revolution," i n 2ad3
22aatzum: L i n nalgrglia e Ravnit. m s In towa Citv:
Coda Press, 1979, p. 813
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the author of "Seven Dada Manifestos."" advo:ated the

explosion of the cultural sign system by breaking the codes

through contradiction and nonsensical combinations. In his

article, "The Semiotics of Dada Poetry," Rudolf Keunzli

writes:

In deconstructing the cultural sign systems
through their own sign productions, the Dadaists
attempted to convince their audience of the
arbitrary nature of signs. and thereby to liberate
them from the prison of their murderous social
order. Through the deconstruction of the semantic
function of the sign system the Dadaists hoped to
disrupt and change the way in which ,ociety saw
the world. Hence the Dadaists are not primarily
concerned with bringing about change in art or
literature, but with deconstructing the whole
social system',"

Tzara suggests the role of typography in the Process of

deconstructing the sign system in his Manifesto of 1918:

There is a literature that does not reach the
voracious mass. It is the work of creators.
issued from a real necessity in the author.
produced for himself. It expresses the knowledge
of a supreme egoism, in which laws wither away.
Every page must explode, either by profound heavy
seriousness, the whirlwind. poetic frenzy. the
new. the eternal, the crushing joke. enthusiasm
for principles. or by the way in which it Is
printed. On the one hand 3 tottering world In
flight, betrothed to the glockenspiel of hell. on
the other hand. new men. Rough, bouncing. riding
on hicups. Behind them a crippled world and
literary quacks with a mania for improvement."

14 Translated and PrintPd in Robert Motherwell. The aila
P2inttrA and Da.t.l. Boston: G.K. Hall Co.. 1911. OD.
75-97.

is Rudolf Kueozli. "The Semiotics of Dada Poetry." in Ilia
Snetrum. 1259 a. 2t/.

16 Tzara. in Motherwell. 1981. p. 71.

12
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With this Prescription by Tzara, and the examples of

the Futurists, the Dadaists set out to attack the pomposity

of Western art, letters and civilization. They used symbols

in tr.e most eccentric manner, allowing elements to interact

spontaneously. They reSected the classical ideal of harmony

among all elements. They reject.!d axial symmetry and

traditional margination. So- e works also show a resection

of decorative letterforms and ornamentation, favoring

instead the use of heavy rules and borders, sans serif

letterforms and heavy wood block prints.

Willy Verkauf describes the publications of the Zurich

Da dal sts:

-WINO

The young artists had discovered In Jul. Heuberger
a printer who showed understand ing for radi cal
tyographi cal experiments. The dadaists,
unfettered by any tradition, tried to break up the
rigid set, the regular run of typography by using
types and blocks of the most widely different
grades. The layout of the sets was enriched by a
lively rhythm of black and white, and a new
effect, rather like a picture was achieved. The
joy of experimenting and creative imagination took
the place of orthodox typographical tradition.
C:loured paper was introduced to liven up the
publications. Bizarre woodcuts by Ar of mysterious
"mechanical designs" by Picabia, reproductions of
works by A. Giacomett i, Knadinsky and Klee,
woodcuts by Hans Richter, lithographs by Viking
Egrieling and many other things more, adorned the
periodicals and other publications. Marcel Janco
and Hans Aro illustrated the Poetical works of
their friends with fine woodcuts, distinguished
For their wealth of forms."

17 Willy Verieluf, Monnnranh of a Movement. Teufen
(AR) Switzerland: Arthur Niggli Ltd., 1961, Pp. 147-143.
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Pages from [3h3c21 yiataice (see cigure 2), show what

from a nodern perspective seems to be a creative approach to

solving the unique typographical problen of printing the

text for a simultaneous poem. Additionally, the spacing of

text around the two woodcuts does not seem radical from a

contemporary perspectives yet the use of white space in this

example was extraordinary for its time. Cabacet Yaltalre,

for the most part printed copy in a single column, centered

on the page, and used mixed upper and lower _ase letters in

the traditional combinations. Exceptions include several

poems printed In all lower case.

The covers of Oddd (see Figure 3) show an evolution of

experimentation with typography and graphic design.

Editions 1 and 2 show a generous use of white space,

locating artwork along the extreme left margin of the cover.

Experimentation can be noted in the letter spacing of the

title. Bolder block sans serif types and experimentation

with diagonal and vertical arrangement of type is noted in

2al2 3, 6, an,' 7. Interior Pages from nala 3 (see Figure 4)

sh,:w generous use of white space. varying sizes and

arrangements of type and contrasting weights of woodcuts.

To summarize, Zurich Dada periodicals reflect the

collective nature of the art movement which existed during

the late war .ieriod. For the most part, the Dada

Periodicals published in Zurich (Qaja 1-5) are catalogs of

various ar"cworks on exhibit and announcements of upcoming

14
""t
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shows. Editions number between 16 and 32 pages. The

Periodical changed upon moving to Paris in 1920 (Dada 6 and

7). More radical experimentation with designespecially

simultaneous placement of type pn horizontal vert'cal and

diagonal axis--was attempted. Also, n2d1 6 and 7 each had

only four pages consisting mainly of poetry and

announcements.

Unlike 7urich Dada's nihili-tic approach to bourgeois

art and ideology. German Dada had a different orientation.

Tn founding Club Dada in Berlin, Richard Huelsenbeck saw the

movement as more sociopolitical than artistic in nature.

John Elderfield writes:

With Berlin Dada, 'art' thus left the realm of
idealism and metaphysics, became materialistic and
Pragmatic, essentially conscious of present events
through not only its awareness of artistic
problems but by continuously Interacting with the
world as a whole, involving itself in practically
everything. And because of the disillusionment
and the violence of the Berlin environment a new
Primitivism of instinct, strength and brute force
appeared, to initiate the concept of permissive
counter-violence as an effective way of
registering protest.te

As a result, (erman Dada is much more focused In its

criticism of the Expressionist movement and of the Weimar

Republic. Periodicals like Nagy lug2D51 (see Figure 5),

resemble a newspaper in its use of four-column layout grid.

multiple type faces were used resulting in sharp contrast

reflective of the heterogeneous nature of the content. nip

te John Plderfield, "Dissenting Ideologies ant the German
Revolution," in Studla 180, November, 1973. D. 182.

15



Freit Itraase (see Figure 6), shows a bold design concept,

uti1izing a wide variety of types including a traditional

gothic text, which rarely appears in Dada publications,

because of all type faces, gothic was most strongly

suggestive of Germany's past cul ture.

The Dadaist manifesto from Qadi Aludnzatt (see Figure 7)

shows the conventional Presentation of text in single

column, paragraphed form. The radical element can be noted

in the intervening explosions of words which represent

shouts of defiance. 2er hilitigg Ernat (see Figure 8) used a

combination of typography and handdrawn lettering placed

horizontally aid diagonally on the page accompanied by

caricatures of Germa-, bourgeoisie and German militarism by

rZeorge Srosz. 3roszs line drawings are mixed with

simultaneous messages and contrasted with extremely bold

type and rules.

CaastEuctiziam

The negativism of the Dada movement coupled with its

denial of purpose made it a shortlived movement. As a

successor to Dada, :onstructivism drew upon the talents of

former Dadaists and Produced a new order out of the

typographic chaos of Dada works. Constructivism stressed

the functional rote of typcgraolv and graphic design. Like

Dada, Constructivism rejected traditional conventions,

however unlike the Dadaists, the Constructivists sought a

logic to guide the develooment of conventions governing the

1.esthetics r.f (lesion.

16
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As was typical of many of the artists associated with

Cnnstructivism, Kurt Schwitters was active in the German

Dada scene for several years before his work can truly be

aligned with Consfructivism. But a discussion of Schwitters

illuminates the transition several artists made from the

nihilistic Dada movement to the more disciplined activities

of the t:onstructivists.

Kurt Schwitters, whose early work had much in
common with Dada, was by his intuitive art able to
transform the anarchy of disordered collages and
typography into something poiltive. His collages
and typographical arrangements were much more than
statements of anarchy. They were real works of
art.19

Schwitters was not the only Dadaist to exhibit constructive

tendencies in his work. The cover of nzr Dada (see Figure

9) shows the disciplined definition of graphic space and

inner relation of elements common to Constructivism.

Certainly by the time Schwitters published the first edition

of his m2Ez Publication in 1923 (see Figure 10). he was

identified equally with the Constructivist movement.

Schwitters moved firmly into the Constructivist camp

Following his joint effort with Cl Lissitzky on mfaLL Bg

(see Figure 11). gut as early as 1920, Schwitters went on

record stating his formalist concern.

Herz stands for freedom from all fetters, for the
sake of artistic creation. Freedom is not a lack
of restraint, but the product of strict artistic
liscipline.2°

19 John Lewis, TypogEapby: lesLan and Practiu. New York:
Taplinger Publishing Co., 1978, p. 43.



Schwitters' formalist concerns are noted in the limited

outer reference of materials in his collages in favor of the

development of an internal syntactical structure. In a

discussion of Schwitters' poetry. Rudolf Kuenzli notes:

Schwitters' construct ivist tendencies might
suggest that his work reflects the "second speed"
of Dada. the Production of new signs. Iut
although Schwitters deconstructs the semantic
system of language by producing new combinations
between vowels and consonants and thereby
liberates the materiality of language, he
structures this material In a rather traditional
way, e.g. in the form of the classical sonata."

Indeed, Schwitters' work does conveniently represent a

turning point from the deconstructlye activities of Dada to

the beginnings of creating new forms, stressing primary and

elemental forms which characterize the work of the

Constructivists. Constructivism's maior contribution to

typography was an appreciation of controlled space. While

the Constructivists rejected traditional symmetry, they

stressed an overall balance of forms and space. In no way

is the Placement of elements or their relationship to one

another accidental or ambiguous (refer again to figures 10

and 11). For the Constructivists, geometricallydesigned

latterforms, particularly the sans serifs, were an

uncontaminated medium. In the and, the letterform proved to

he one of the elemental Parts of universal communicat ion- -

the letter was a primary element in the reconstruction of
IMO

2° Duoted in John Flderfield, "Merz in the Machine Age." in
AE.15 21:1J AttI5i5. July 1970, Do 67.

21 Kuenzli, in lada llectrun 1979, D. 66.



the new communication. As Lissitsky sws, "Concepts are

connected by conventional words and shaped in letters of the

aiphabet...the new book demands new writers!"22

Cancluaism

Dada's influence and contributions to modern typography

have largely been neglected or ridiculed. Book historian

Douglas mcMurtrie's comments regarding the strenuous efforts

male to burst the bonds of typographic tradition in postwar

Germany serve as an example. "These efforts produced ?

'lunatic fringe' of typographic experiments ::'lose

'creations' were, to say the least of them, startling."23

Despite the leconstructive nonsense and nihilism of the

Dadaists, their work should not be viewed as entirely

negative. As Hans Richter says, "A work of art, even when

intended as antiart, asserts itself irresistibly as a work

of art. Tn fact, Tzara's phrase 'the destruction of art by

artistic means' means simply 'the destruction of art in

order to build a ne4 art.' 24

From this perspective, Dada can be seen as the point of

origin for the development of a new approach to typography

that had its roots in the present and was reflective of the

22 Lissitsky, quoted in John Lewis, 1A222E.22bZ: Dgaisin and
PEactise, New York: Taplinger Publishing Co.. 1978, p.
72.

23 Douglas 4cmurtrie, the 2Qak: The Stsm Qf PLIBUD2 ant
Bo2kmlhina, New York: Oxford University press, 1943, p.
504.

2 Richter, 1965 p. 164.
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social chaos and new technology. Or, as Richard Huelsenbeck

stated in E2 AEzni Data, "Dada was to be the rallying point

for abstract energies and a lasting slingshot for the great

international artistic movements."25

The problem taken on by Dada and other avant-garde

movements was the role and function of art and other forms

of representation and expresssion. Dada can only be

rejected or passed off as childish anarchy If evaluated

according to a system of logic imposed from without. Peter

'urger notes, "Interpretation that does not confine itself

to grasping logical connections but examines the procedures

by which the text was composed can discover a relatively

consistent meaning in them."26 This dialectic approach

suggested by Burger regOres an interpretation of Dada that

goes beyond comparing and contrasting Dada 4Ith popular or

traditional Forms. Dada must be seen as more than rejection

of traditional forms and conventions In typography and

graphic design. The Intent of Dada was to reveal the

arbitrary relationship between signs and signifiers.

Language mediates experience and typography mediates

language. Py exploiting the expressive potential of

typography. Dada offered a potential rupture in the dominant

sign-symbol system - -a point from which to create ne4

25 Richard Huelsenbeck, "En Avant Dada: A History of
Dadaism" In Th22Eiga 2f mougLn Art, Herschel Chipo (ed.),
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971, p. 378.

24 Peter Burger, The2ElaA Llf 1112 Anntzfidrsig. Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1984, p. 79.
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I

meanings and relationships.

Dada cannot be seen as entirely negative. I::

challenging tradit'onal conventions, it sought "o reunite

artistic production with the totality of social activities.

or "life praxis." The random and accidental character of

its works can he seen as an attempt to synthesize the

diverse elements of expression and form in a struggle to

reflect the chaos of post World War I Europe. Dada is

easily marginalized by some because of its negativity. 3ut

negation as the basis of a movement denies it any

permanence. If it is difficult to see a productive

influence in Dada itself, perhaps something possitive can be

recognized in the shadow cast by its ruins. The more

disciplined approach taken by the Constructivists made

something new out of the fragments of Dada. As such. Dadas

random character, which was seemingly unfocused from without

but subjectively coherent from within, contributed--along

with other avantgarde movements to a reconceptualization of

relations among elements which guides the combination of

forms to Produce new meanings and to give new order to

typographic design. The influence of Dada and other avalt

garde movements has largely been marginalized in the

mainstream literature, despite the fact that similar

experimentation with the expressive characteristics of

typography and graphic design are today taken for granted.
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